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2Prefacio
El presente documento describe el trabajo hecho durante la realizacio´n del Proyecto
Final de Carrera (PFC), u´ltimo requisito para obtener los t´ıtulos de Enginyeria en
Informa`tica yMa`ster Europeu en Llenguatge i Parla por la Universitat Polite`cnica
de Catalunya (UPC).
El trabajo ha sido realizado en el Human Language Technology Research Institute
(HLTRI), perteneciente a The University of Texas at Dallas (UTD). El director es
Dan Moldovan, Co-Director del HLTRI. Nuria Castell es la profesora de la UPC
que me puso en contacto con Dan Moldovan y siguio´ mis pasos en el HLTRI. La
estancia en el HLTRI se extendio´ desde el 1 de febrero al 31 de agosto de 2007,
comprendiendo un total de siete meses.
El PFC puede ser calificado como un trabajo de investigacio´n. Se han estudiado
las relaciones sema´nticas de causalidad y se propone un me´todo para su deteccio´n
y extraccio´n. No se presenta un sistema comercial o un prototipo listo para su
utilizacio´n directa.
Las tareas desarrolladas han sido las t´ıpicas de este tipo de trabajos: lectura
de literatura relacionada con el campo y ana´lisis del estado del arte (2 meses),
definicio´n de los objetivos y experimentos a realizar (1 mes), realizacio´n de los
experimentos y extraccio´n de resultados (3 meses), y por u´ltimo, escritura de la
memoria explicando el trabajo realizado (1 mes).
3Prefaci
Aquest document descriu el treball fet durant la realitzacio´ del Projecte Final de
Carrera (PFC), u´ltim requisit per obtenir els t´ıtols d’Enginyeria en Informa`tica i
Ma`ster Europeu en Llenguatge i Parla per la Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya
(UPC).
La feina ha sigut realitzada en el Human Language Technology Research Institute
(HLTRI), pertanyent a The University of Texas at Dallas (UTD). El director e´s
Dan Moldovan, Co-Director del HLTRI. Nuria Castell e´s la professora de la UPC
que em va posar en contacte amb Dan Moldovan i qui ha seguit les meves passes
en el HLTRI. L’estada al HLTRI va comenc¸ar l’1 de febrer de 2007 i va acabar el
31 d’agost del mateix any.
El PFC es pot considerar un treball d’investigacio´. S’han estudiat les relacions
sema`ntiques de causalitat y es proposa un me`tode per la seva deteccio´ i extraccio´.
No es presenta un sistema comercial ni un prototipus preparat per ser utilitzat
directament.
Les tasques desenvolupades so´n les t´ıpiques d’un treball d’aquestes caracter´ıstiques:
lectura de la literatura relacionada amb el camp y ana`lisi de l’estat de l’art (2
mesos), definifio´ dels objectius i experiments a realitzar (1 mes), realitzacio´ dels ex-
periments i extraccio´ de resultats (3 mesos), i per u´ltim, escriptura de la memo`ria
explicant la feina feta (1 mes).
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1 Introduction
The automatic detection and extraction of semantic relations from text is a crucial
step in order to improve the performance of several Natural Language Processing
applications. Question Answering, Information Extraction and Summarization
are some of the applications that would take advantage [Girju et al., 2003],
[Tatu, 2005], [Marcu and Echihabi, 2002]. For example, the answer to question
(1a) can be found in (1b).
1. (a) Which country held the Olympic Games in 1992?
(b) The 1992 Summer Olympics, officially known as the Games of the XXV
Olympiad, were held in 1992 in Barcelona.
2. (a) Spain, officially the Kingdom of Spain, is a country located in Southern
Europe, . . .
(b) Barcelona is the capital and most populous city of Catalonia and the
second largest city in Spain, . . .
However, a Question Answering system cannot find the answer to the ques-
tion (1a) considering only the information contained in (1b). In order to be able
to answer, it needs to know that Barcelona is part of Spain, which is a country
(country(Spain), part-whole(Barcelona, Spain)). These information can be
extracted from (2a) and (2b) respectively. part-whole is a semantic relation;
section 2 discusses the different kinds of semantic relations that can be found in a
text. The example (1) is simple but shows the importance of being able to extract
the knowledge contained in a text, link the different concepts and events present
in it and label the different connections with the right semantic relation.
The task of finding the semantic relations encoded in a text is difficult. Among
others, these are some of the reasons:
• So far there is not an agreement about the set of semantic relations that can
be found in a text. Different researchers consider different sets [cf. Section
2.1].
• Even when humans are asked to manually detect the semantic relations
encoded in a text the agreement is low [cf. Section 2.3].
• Semantic relations are implicit and it is not easy to define rules that unam-
biguously detect semantic knowledge.
This work is focused on the detection and extraction of causal relations from
open domain text. We as humans have an abstract idea of what kind of events
cause other events. A discussion of what can be considered a causation and a
formal definition can be found in [Hobbs, 2005]: “It’s natural to say that when
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you flip a light switch, you cause the light to go on. But it would not happen
if a whole large system of other conditions were not in place. The wiring has
to connect the switch to the socket, and be intact. The light bulb has to be in
good working order. The switch has to be connected to a system for supplying
electricity. The power plant in that system has to be operational. And so on.
Flipping the switch is only the last small move in a large-scale system of actions
and conditions required for the light to go on”. What can be considered as a
causation will be discussed, as well as a method for the automatic detection and
extraction of causations.
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theo-
retical work done on semantic relations; different proposed sets of relations are
presented and discussed. Section 3 focuses on the work done on causation; dif-
ferent approaches to explain causation are discussed. Section 4 presents the work
already done on the detection of semantic relations and specifically on causation.
Section 5 describes the method proposed for the detection of causation and the
results obtained. Section 6 discusses the limitations of the method, the scope and
possible extensions. Section 7 draws some conclusions and defines future lines of
research.
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2 Semantic Relations
Semantic relations are the underlying relations between two concepts expressed
by words or phrases [Moldovan et al., 2004]. In other words, semantic relations
are associations between words or phrases, but a special kind of association: they
are present but not obvious, they are implicit. The very definition raises a ques-
tion that is still not answered: how many different relations between two concepts
can be found in a text? From the definition we can also guess that the detection
and extraction of semantic relations are not easy: we are dealing with information
that is not explicit, so we will need to use sophisticated techniques that allow us
to extract this kind of information.
In syntactic analysis, we have a well accepted set of syntactic classes. For ex-
ample, some phrasal syntactic classes are noun phrase, verb phrase and prepo-
sitional phrase; some word-level syntactic classes are conjunction, adjective and
adverb. These sets are well defined and accepted by the research comunity: they
are considered to be a good level of abstraction. We don’t have such a good set
for semantic relations. A lot of different proposals have been made; sets range
from two relations to an infinite number. In the interim, some proposals consider
between four and a few dozens of relations.
Generally speaking, the bigger the set, the more difficult to identify the semantic
relation that holds between two text spans. Since we have more relations, the dif-
ferences between relations are slighter and thus it is more difficult to discriminate
between them. Which is the right level of abstraction is not known yet, it varies
depending on the task that is being performed.
It is worth making clear the distinction between semantic relations and semantic
roles [Moldovan et al., 2004]. Semantic roles always hold between a verb and
other constituents of the same sentence, whereas semantic relations can occur be-
tween any pair of text spans. Some examples of semantic roles are agent, patient
and instrument.
2.1 Examples of sets of semantic relations
In this section we present different sets of semantic relations that have been pro-
posed so far. None of them should be considered better or worse, they are just
different. There are more and less ambitious approaches, depending on the level
of specialization they try to achieve.
[Barker and Szpakowicz, 1995] consider a set of nine semantic relations, clustered
in 3 groups: causal, temporal and conjunctive. Note that this division
corresponds somehow to a ranking: causal implies temporal and temporal
implies conjunction. The complete set with some examples is described below:
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• causal
– causation: The file printed because the program issued a print command.
– enablement: The printer can print if the paper tray contains paper.
– entailment: The printer will print if a print command is issued.
– prevention: The files were not copied since the hard disk crashed.
– detraction: Although the server was very busy, the program ran.
• temporal
– temporal co-occurrence: One job can run in the background while
another job runs in the foreground.
– temporal precedence: The file printed before I changed the toner
cartridge.
• conjunctive
– conjunction: The computer runs applications and the printer prints
documents.
– disjunction: The program may terminate or it may hang indefinitely.
A substantially different proposal is presented in [Moldovan et al., 2004]. After
several iterations over a period of time, the authors identified a set of 35 semantic
relations that, according to them, cover a large majority of text semantics. They
note that most of the time the relations are encoded by lexico-syntactic patterns
that are highly ambiguous. For example, Mary’s son express a kinship and
Mary’s bag encodes a possession. They also note that semantic relations might
not be disjoint or mutually exclusive. For example, Texas city contains both a
location as well as a part-whole relation. Table 1 shows the 35 semantic
relations and examples.
Other researchers have identified other sets of relations. More examples can
be found in [Baker et al., 1998], [Blaheta and Charniak, 2000], [Gildea and
Jurafsky, 2002] and [Kingsbury et al., 2002].
2.2 The expression of semantic relations
Semantic relations can be found between the following units of grammar: sen-
tences, clauses, phrases and words. These are the four top elements in the gram-
matical hierarchy detailed in [Quirk et al., 1985]. The complete hierarchy, from
the highest unit to the lowest, is: sentences, clauses, phrases, words and mor-
phemes.
Some examples of causations between different units of grammar are described
below:
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Table 1: The 35 semantic relations considered in [Moldovan et al., 2004] and
examples. Definitions and references for each relation can be found in [Moldovan
et al., 2004].
Semantic relation Example
possession family estate
kinship my sister
property/attribute-holder the thunderstorm was awful
agent parent approval
temporal winter training
depiction-depicted a picture of my niece
part-whole door knob
hypernymy large company, such as Microsoft
entail snoring entails sleeping
cause to die of hunger
make/produce nuclear power plant
instrument pump drainage
location/space I left the keys in the car,
purpose rescue mission
source/from olive oil
topic article about terrorism
manner hard-working immigrants
means I go to school by bus.
accompaniment meeting with friends
experiencer Mary was in a state of panic.
recipient The eggs are for you.
frequency I take the bus every day.
influence The war has an impact on the economy.
associated with Jazz-associated company
measure cup of sugar
synonymy Marry is called Minnie
antonymy Empty is the opposite of full.
probability of existence There is a little chance of rain today.
possibility I might go to Opera tonight.
certainty He definitely left the house this morning.
theme music lover
result combustion gases
stimulus We saw [the painting].
extent The price of oil increased [ten percent]
predicate They elected him [treasurer].
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1. Semantic relation between sentences :
• I wasn’t doing a good job. Thus, it was necessary for me to resign.
causation(I wasn’t doing a good job, it was necessary to resign)
2. Semantic relation between clauses :
• The children are satisfied with smaller amounts of food since all of it
is high in quality.
causation(all of it is high in quality, the children are satisfied with
smaller amounts of food)
3. Semantic relation between phrases:
• He would not disclose details of the deal that led to the reporter’s
release.
causation(the deal, the reporter’s release)
4. Semantic relation between words:
• The shoe factory is located at the end of the street.
make/produce(factory, shoe) [Moldovan et al., 2004]
Semantic relations can also be found between paragraphs, or even sets of
paragraphs. For example, we can ask if two news articles have the same meaning
or express the same ideas.
2.3 The difficulty of deciding the semantic relation
Once a set of semantic relations is considered, it is not easy to decide which se-
mantic relation holds between two text spans. The more relations considered, the
more difficult.
One of the most frequently used measure of inter-annotator agreement for classi-
fication tasks is the Kappa statistic, defined in (1).
K =
Pr(A)− Pr(E)
1− Pr(E)
(1)
In (1), Pr(A) is the proportion of time that the annotators agree; Pr(E) is
the probability of agreement by chance. The K coefficient ranges from 0 to 1,
being 1 if there is a total agreement and 0 if there is no agreement other than that
which is expected to occur by chance.
In [Moldovan et al., 2004] the authors report a K coefficient of 0.67 for the
manual classification of Adjective Phrases in the set of 35 semantic relations de-
scribed in table 1. The K coefficient is 0.55 when classifying Complex Nominals
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of the form [Noun Noun], 0.68 when classifying complex nominals of the form
[Adjective Noun], and 0.65 when classifying genitives. [Chang and Choi, 2006]
report an agreement of 0.73 when classifying manually a set of examples between
only two classes: encoding causation and not encoding causation.
The low coefficients give an idea of the difficulty of the task: even humans
annotators often disagree when classifying manually.
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3 Causations
Broadly speaking, causation can be defined as a relation between two events:
cause and effect. Cause is the producer of the effect, and effect the result of the
cause. This definition is obviously ambiguous, and it doesn’t draw a line between
what is a causation and what is not.
Causal relations have been studied in several fields. Different theories of cau-
sation coexist in Philosophy, Psychology and Linguistics.
3.1 In Philosophy
In this presentation we follow the ideas of [White, 1990], which offers summary
sketches of the most important points of each theory.
In Regularity Theories [Hume, 1739], causation is seen as a constant conjunc-
tion between events, associated with priority in time and contiguity in time and,
where relevant, space. The conjunction between events is thought to be imper-
fect, indeterminate, asymmetric and spurious. Therefore, causation is defined as a
probable conjunction of two events and threated using Probability Theories. The
basic form of the theory says that one event causes another if it is followed by it
and is such that events of the first kind are regularly followed by events of the
second kind.
For others, causation is a condition for the occurrence of an event [Mill, 1843],
[Sosa, 1975], [Mackie, 1980] [Suppes, 1970]:
• A Sufficient Condition
CAUSE(event1, event2), if the existence of event1 implies the existence of
event2.
• A Necessary and Sufficient Condition
CAUSE(event1, event2), if the existence of event1 implies the existence of
event2 and the existence of event2 implies the existence of event1.
• Insufficient but Necessary part of an Unnecessary but Sufficient
(INUS) Condition
CAUSE(event1, event2) if event1 doesn’t imply the existence of event2, but
is part of a more complicated condition that imply event2.
A good example to understand INUS conditions can be found in [Hitch-
cock, 2007]: “. . . an INUS condition for some effect is an insufficient but
non-redundant part of an unnecessary but sufficient condition. Suppose, for
example, that a lit match causes a forest fire. The lighting of the match,
by itself, is not sufficient; many matches are lit without ensuing forest fires.
The lit match is, however, a part of some constellation of conditions that
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are jointly sufficient for the fire. Moreover, given that this set of condi-
tions occurred, rather than some other set sufficient for fire, the lighting of
the match was necessary: fires do not occur in such circumstances when lit
matches are not present.”
The Counterfactual Approach [Lewis, 1973a,Lewis, 1973b] sees causation as
what would have happened if something were the case than in fact is not the
case. In other words, event1 causes event2 just in case it is true that if event1 had
not occurred, then event2 would not have occurred. Several researchers criticize
this approach and propose different solutions for the problems of the theory. For
example, [Murali, 1997] proposes a solution for the preemption problem, the
problem of fragile causes and indeterministic causation.
3.2 In Psychology
Psychology is concerned with how people understand and perceive causation, as
well as how they make causal inferences and attributions. What are the conse-
quences of thinking that two events are causally related is also studied in Psy-
chology.
Different hypothesis have been made about the sort of things people may believe
can be causes [White, 1990]:
• Events or happenings.
• Standing conditions or states of affairs, such as causal powers of material
particulars.
• Interactions between occurrences and stable properties of things.
• Conditions, such as necessary and sufficient conditions or INUS conditions.
Psychologists have performed several experiments in order to explain empirically
the perception of causations by humans and the implications of considering two
events casually related. [Glymour, 2003] offers a formalism based on Bayes nets
which allows to reinterpret experiments on human judgment, offers a precise inter-
pretation of mechanisms and allows generalizations of existing theories of causal
learning.
[Eagleman and Holcombe, 2002] present an experiment that relates causality and
the perception of time. They note that if someone holds out his hand and snaps
his fingers, he will not notice any difference in the time that he intends to move
his fingers and the time he hears the snap. However, humans are able to perceive
around 25 miliseconds differences in timing and the auditory signals correspond-
ing to the snap were being processed by the nervous system for more than 100
miliseconds.
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In a very simple experiment, subjects voluntarily pressed a key that caused a
tone to follow. When asked to judge the time of the keypress and the time of the
tone, subjects perceived the keypress to occur later and the tone earlier than if
these events had occurred alone. The authors conclude that when two events are
casually related, the perceived time of these two events shifts towards each other.
3.3 In Theoretical Linguistics
Causation has been investigated by linguistics under a variety of topics. In this
section we will focus on the work done on Typological Linguistics, the Cognitive
Approach and Discourse Theory.
[Stefanowitsch, 2001] offers three principles of causation construal. These are
conceptual strategies used to construe causal links between events and partici-
pants; they attempt to identify what in the human language thought leads to the
perception of causal relations:
1. The Temporal Succession Principle
Given two events, A and B, a conceptualizer C perceives A as the cause of
B if and only if
(a) A (regularly) precedes B, and
(b) A and B are temporally contiguous, and/or
(c) A and B are spatially contiguous.
2. The Counterfactuality Principle
Given two events, A and B, a conceptualizer C perceives A as the cause of
B if and only if
(a) A occurs and B occurs, and
(b) (C believes that) B would not have occurred if A had not occurred.
3. The Transmission of Energy
Given two events, A and B, a conceptualizer C perceives A as the cause of
B if and only if
(a) C knows that A can transmit energy, and
(b) C believes that A transmitted energy to some part of the real world
and thereby generated B.
Two events are considered to be causally related if one or more of the three prin-
ciples apply.
[Stefanowitsch, 2001] also offers a set of attributes of causations events. These
attributes help specifying a causation and classify them:
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• The causer is the producer of the cause. We can characterize it using the
following set of properties:
– Animate
∗ intentional or non intentional
∗ volitional or non volitional
∗ the degree of the causer’s control
∗ whether or not the causer is in a position of authority over the
causee
– Inanimate
∗ object or event
Note that intentionality entails volitionality and control.
• The causee is the producer of the effect. We can characterize it using the
following set of properties:
– Animate
∗ the degree of control that the causee has over the result.
∗ whether or not the causee resist the causer ; if the causee resist
there might be various motivations for doing so.
– Inanimate
∗ object or event
• The causing event is the event performed by the causer. We can charac-
terize it using the following properties:
– Direct if involves contact between the causer and causee
– Indirect if it doesn’t involve contact.
• The resulting event is the event preformed by the causee. We can distin-
guish between:
– immediate or nonimmediate, depending on the timing of the causing
and resulting events. If they occur simultaneously with or the resulting
event occurs right after the causing event, it is immediate; if a delay
exists between both events it is nonimmediate.
– static or dynamic, depending on the nature of the event.
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3.3.1 In Typological Linguistics
[Shibatani, 1976] proposed several semantic parameters of causative construc-
tions, including:
• Coercive or noncoercive, depending on the degree of force that the causer
imposes on the causee. The causer may force, persuade or gently suggest the
causee.
• Permissive or nonpermissive. If permissive, we can subclassify them in
four types:
– The causer forbears (or omits) prevention (or intervention).
– The causer actively gives permission to the causee to do something.
– The causer attempts but fails to prevent something from happening.
– The causer gives up and does not intervene with the caused event.
• Direct or indirect, depending on the previous planing of the causer about
bringing a change. If direct, we can distinguish between directive and ma-
nipulative. If the causee functions as a volitional entity, it is directive, if the
volition of the causee is absent then is manipulative.
According to the author, this semantic classification has been proven relevant
to many languages, and thus seems to be universally applicable.
3.3.2 In the Cognitive Approach
Within the cognitive approach one of the most important theories is Force Dy-
namics [Talmy, 2000]. Force Dynamics is a semantic category covering how
entities interact with respect to force. It started out as a generalization over
the traditional notion of causative, analyzing causation into finer primitives and
bringing the notions of letting, hindering, and helping into the discussion. The
theory defines concepts such as exertion of force, resistance to such exertion and
the overcoming of such resistance, blockage of a force and the removal of such
blockage, etc.
The basic conceptual primitives are [Talmy, 2000]:
• Two entities exert a force each on the other. One is foregorunded or singled
out for focal attention (the agonist); the other is considered for the effect it
has on the agonist (the antagonist).
• an entity is taken to exert a force by virtue of an intrinsic tendency towards
manifesting it, towards motion (action) or towards rest (inaction).
• opposed forces have different relative strength, the entity that is able to
manifest its tendency at the expense of its opponent is the stronger.
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• according to their relative strengths, the opposing forces yield a resultant,
assessed only for the agonist, as action or inaction.
A simple example may help understanding the basis of the theory. “The
woman fell because the floor wan slippery.” would be considered as a causation
by most of the people. In the example, the agonist is the woman and the antag-
onist the floor. Both entities exert a force (the woman (suposedly) didn’t want
to fall; the floor, by being slippery, makes people fall); the result is the woman
falling, so the antagonist wins and the result is an action.
The complete theory is much deeper and is considered one of the major con-
tributions in the study of grammar and semantics.
3.3.3 Within Discourse Theory
Discourse Theory tries to define the semantic relations that hold between different
discourse units. Thus, casusation is threated as another semantic relation. Section
2.1 describes different sets of semantic relations proposed so far and section 3.4
states the differences between a causation and its closest semantic relations.
3.4 Causation and other semantic relations
As we have already discussed, it’s not always easy to decide what semantic re-
lation holds between two text spans. The limits between causations and other
semantic relations are explained in this section [Talmy, 2000], [Lakoff, 1987].
The closest semantic relations to causation are condition, consequence,
reason and influence.
condition is a causation whose cause is hypothetical (e.g. “If he were hand-
some, he would be married.”). consequence is a causation whose effect is in-
direct or unintended (e.g. “His resignation caused regret among all classes.”);
reason is a causation of decision, belief, feeling or acting (e.g. “I went because
I though it would be interesting.”). In this work we consider all of them as cau-
sation.
The distinction between influence and causation is a matter of degree. There
is a continuum between totally independent events and totally casually related
events. An influence holds between event1 and event2 if event1 affects the
manner or intensity of event2, but does not affect the occurrence of event2. If
it affects the occurrence, then it is a causation. For example, “Targeting skin
cancer relatives improves screening.” encodes an influence.
purpose can be interpreted as an intended causation, i.e., event1 is the purpose
of event2 if event1 implies event2 and the causer is willing the event2 to exist. We
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don’t consider purpose in this work.
As we have already mentioned, semantic relations may overlap, i.e., between
two text spans more than one semantic relation may hold. A clear overlap exists
between causation and temporal relations. By definition, the cause should
always occur before the effect, so if event1 causes event2, then event1 should occur
before than event2.
We should make clear the distinction between two events causally related and
two events correlated. The age of a human being and the size of his vocabulary
tipically are correlated: the older, the more vocabulary. However, we all know
that getting older does not cause to have a bigger vocabulary.
3.5 Encoding of Causation
The basic arguments of a causation are the cause and the effect. From the point
of view of detecting causations, the following distinctions may be useful:
• Marked or unmarked A causation is marked if there is a specific linguistic
unit that signal the relation. For example:
– [marked]: I bought this book because I read a good review.
– [unmarked]: Be careful. It’s unstable.
Unmarked causations are more difficult to detect and usually it is not easy
to decide whether they encode a causation or not.
• Ambiguity If the causation is marked, the mark can signal always a causa-
tion or it can signal sometimes a causation. The former kind is unambiguous,
the latter ambiguous. For example:
– [unambiguous]: He died because of the extent of his injuries.
– [ambiguous signaling causation]: The storm produced several small
tornadoes and gustnadoes.
– [ambiguous not signaling causation]: The factory produces two kinds
of cable.
• Explicit or implicit A causation is explicit if both arguments are present.
If any of its arguments are missing, then it is a implicit causation. For
example:
– [explicit]: She was thrown out of the swanky Hotel Excelsior after she
had run naked through its marble halls.
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– [implicit]: John killed Bob.
Although it might not be obvious, the second example encodes a cau-
sation. The effect argument, Bob’s death, is not explicit.
In this work, we focus in marked and explicit causations.
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4 Previous work
In this section we present the work already done in Computational Linguistics on
the detection and extraction of semantic relations and particularly on causations.
4.1 On Semantic relations
One of the first proposed systems to perform semantic analysis was Tanka, [Barker
and Szpakowicz, 1995]. The system performs semantic analysis in three levels:
Clause-Level Relationships Analysis (semantic relationships between acts, events
or states represented syntactically by syndetically connected finite clauses), Case
Analysis (between the main verb and its syntactic arguments) and Noun-Modifier
Relationships Analysis (between the head noun of a noun phrase and its modifiers).
The Clause-Level Relationships they consider have been detailed in section
2.1. The system is based on a lexicon manually built and a set of rules that allows
to decide the right relationships for a particular pair of text spans. The authors
evaluate the system with a legal text; the vast majority of relationships suggested
are correct. The evaluation is performed with 100 sentences randomly selected,
94 suggestions are correct and 2 wrong; the system cannot make a decision for 4
sentences and therefore the suggestion consists of a set of possible relationships.
Semantic relations in Noun Phrases have been studied in [Moldovan et al., 2004].
Using the set of 35 semantic relations described in table 1 of section 2, they com-
pare the performance of three learning models: Naive Bayes, Decision Trees and
a new model, Semantic Scattering. The best results are obtained with Semantic
Scattering, the F-measure varies from 0.33 to 0.75 depending on the syntactic
pattern. As features, they only used the semantic classes of the head and modifier
noun.
In [Girju et al., 2004] the authors study the semantic relations in Nominalized
Noun Phrases. They use a set of lexical, syntactic and semantic features. The
best results are obtained with Support Vector Machines, the F-measure varies
from 0.61 to 0.71 depending on the syntactic pattern.
Other approaches work with Probability Theory and the lexico-syntactic pat-
terns that express causations. These approaches almost don’t need supervision,
but require a large corpus.
In [Turney, 2006] the authors define the pertinence of a pattern for a word pair.
When classifying noun-modifier pairs, they report a F-measure of 0.50. They only
consider five semantic relations: causality, participant, quality, spatial
and temporality. Their system is unsupervised and the only requirements
are a large corpus (around 5 × 1010 words) and a set of words pairs with their
corresponding labels (at least 600 pairs in their experiments).
[Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006] also work with probabilities and propose two
new measures: pattern reliability and instance reliability. The key idea is that in
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a very large corpus, correct instances of a generic pattern will be instantiated by
many reliable patterns. They claim to detect generic patterns and to separate
their correct and incorrect instances. The results show the method has a much
higher recall and a lower precision compared to other state of the art systems.
part-whole relations have been analyzed in [Girju et al., 2006]. A new learn-
ing method is proposed for the discovery of this kind of relation, hardly based
on WordNet. First, they discover lexico-syntactic patterns that encode part-
whole relations, then they extract instances of these patterns. As usual, the
instances found may or may not encode a part-whole relation. The exam-
ples found are generalized with its semantic class, resulting in positive (encoding
part-whole relation), negative (not encoding part-whole) or ambiguous ex-
amples. The third type occurs when two examples, one encoding and the other not
encoding a part-whole relation, generalize to the same semantic classes. For
example, “The woman’s aparment” (<apartment-n-1 1, woman-n-1, NO>) and
“The woman’s hand” (<hand-n-1, woman-n-1, YES>) generalize to <entity-n-1,
entity-n-1, YES/NO>. The system then learns semantic constraints using the
positive and negative examples, and specializes the ambiguous examples based
on the is-a relation present in WordNet. The learning and specialization steps
iterate until no more ambiguous examples are found.
The system yields a Precision of 0.83 and Recall of 0.98 for the syntactic pat-
terns considered when testing with automatically parsed and disambiguated text.
However, the real Recall is 0.72 since there were more part-whole relations in
the test text that the ones encoded with the lexico-syntactic patterns they con-
sider.
intentions have been studied in [Tatu, 2005]. They based the detection on
one lexico-syntactic pattern, [VB1 to VB2], and Machine Learning techniques. As
learning algorithm they use Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees; the
features selected are: semantic class of the agent of VB1 and VB2, semantic class
of VB1 and VB2, VB1 polarity and sentence type. The best results are obtained
with Support Vector Machines, yielding a F-measure of 0.85.
4.2 Focused on causal relations
Several attempts have been made in order to extract causal knowledge from text.
The older approaches used hand-coded and domain-specific knowledge bases [Ka-
plan and Berry-Rogghe, 1991], [Joskowiscz et al., 1989]. The cost of developing
this kind of systems is high and are difficult to scale up.
Other researchers used linguistic patterns to identify causations. [Khoo et al.,
2000] focused on the medical domain. They extracted 68 patterns from the train-
1‘apartment-n-1’ should be reader as “The first meaning of the noun apartment”.
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ing data that express causations and based the extraction in an exact pattern
matching; they report a F-measure around 0.54.
[Garcia, 1997] developed a system based on the Force Dynamics [Talmy,
2000]. They claimed a precission of 85%.
[Girju and Moldovan, 2002] focus on causations expressed by two noun phrases
connected by a verb phrase, e.g., [Earthquakes]NP1[cause]V P [tidal waves]NP2. They
first extract from WordNet pairs of nouns causally related, and using a corpus ex-
tract verbs that connect the pairs with the pattern [NP1 VP NP2]. The result is a
set of verbs that may signal a causation. Since these verbs are usually ambiguous,
they define a set of semantic constraints to rank an instance of the pattern. Note
that the cause is allways expressed in NP1 and the effect in NP2.
Examining the pairs of nouns extracted from WordNet, they discovered a
set of causation classes that are likely to express causal relations: human action,
phenomenon, state, psychological feature and event. They also use a soft constraint
for NP1: the head noun should have as subsumer the concept causal agent. The
semantic contraints on verbs deal with the frequency and ambiguity. If a verb
has seven or less senses, it has low ambiguity ; high ambiguity otherwise. If the
frequency for that particular sense is less than the sum of the frequency of all other
senses or it is less than thirty, it has low frequency ; high frequency otherwise.
Using the semantic constraints defined above, they rank an instance of the
pattern using the following criteria: rank1 if all the senses of both the head noun
of NP1 and NP2 belong to one of the causation classes ; rank2 if the head noun
of NP2 belongs to one of the causation classes ; rank3 if the effect is represented
by an enumeration of noun phrases and the head of at least one of them has all
the senses in one of the causation classes ; rank4 if some but not all the senses of
NP2 belong to one of the causation classes and the head of NP1 is subsumed by
causal agent. If both head nouns are ambiguous, the decision is made considering
the verb’s ambiguity and frequency.
The authors report an accuracy of 65.6% compared with human annotation.
[Girju, 2003] offers a supervised approach for the same problem. They consider
the pattern [NP1 VP NP2] and approach the problem with Machine Learning
techniques. The chosen features are the lexical value of the verb, and for the head
noun of both NP1 and NP2 nine semantic features are defined. These features
capture which semantic classes the head noun is subsumed by.
Note that the method is supervised, so annotated data is needed. The author
reports a Precision of 73.91% and Recall of 88.69%.
Causations between two noun phrases or sentences have been studied in [Chang
and Choi, 2006]. The system starts extracting causality candidates from a depen-
dency structure. Each candidate consists of a cause noun phrase, an effect noun
phrase and a cue phrase. Then each candidate is classified as encoding causation
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or not encoding causation.
The authors define cue phrase as a word, phrase, or a word pattern, which
connects one event to the other with some relation and causal lexical pair as the
pairs obtained calculating the cartesian product of the noun phrases encoding
cause and effect. They also define the lexical pair probability as the probability of
the lexical pair that is a part of causal event pairs and cue phrase probability as
the probability of the cue phrase that connects causal event pairs.
Based on these probabilities, they build a Naive Bayes classifier. A key ele-
ment is that they don’t need manually annotated data for training. The learning is
performed executing the following steps: as a initial classifier, they use the one de-
scribed in [Girju and Moldovan, 2002]. Then they use Expectation-Maximization
techniques in order to bootstrap the final classifier from the initial one. The Ex-
pectation and Maximization steps are repeated until no improvement is obtained.
The results are pretty good for an unsupervised method: the authors report
the F −measure is 0.80.
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5 The method
The method proposed for the detection and extraction of causation is based on
the use of syntactic patterns that may encode causation. These patterns are
ambiguous, since they may or may not express a causation. We then redefine the
problem to a classification between two classes: causation or no causation. In
order to perform the classification, we extract a set of features and use Machine
Learning techniques.
5.1 Syntactic patterns that encode causation
The tasks done in order to detect the syntactic patterns that encode a causation
are represented in figure 1.
Manual 
annotat ion
Corpus (TREC 5)
Syntactic pattern
analysis
Sentences not 
encoding causation
Sentences encoding
causation
Syntactic patterns 
that encode causation
Figure 1: Flowchart of the extraction of syntactic patterns that encode causation.
We selected 1270 sentences from the TREC5 corpus. Each sentence was man-
ually classified as encoding causation or not encoding causation; 170 causations
were found. Only causations at the intrasentencial level were considered. The
sentences that didn’t encode a causation were rejected; the ones encoding a cau-
sation were manually studied and analyzed. After several iterations, the sentences
encoding a causation were manually clustered in syntactic patterns.
Table 2: Syntactic patterns expressing causation, their productivity and examples.
no. Pattern Productivity Example
1 [VP rel C], [rel C, VP] 63.75 % We didn’t go because it was
raining.
2 [NP VP NP] 13.75 % The speech sparked a con-
troversy.
3 [VP rel NP], [rel NP, VP] 8.12 % He died of cancer.
4 other 14.38 % The lighting caused the
workers to fall.
The results of the syntactic clustering are shown in table 2. In the syntactic
patterns, VP stands for Verbal Phrase, NP for Noun Phrase, C for Clause and rel
for relator. A relator can be either a preposition or conjunction. The main cue
that signals the causation is marked with bold letters.
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The sentences were syntactically clustered taking into account only the basic in-
formation necessary to define a causation: the cause and the effect. For example,
pattern (1) matches the following sentences:
• The trip was cancelled as the weather was not favorable.
• The trip was cancelled yesterday as the weather was not favorable.
• The trip was cancelled yesterday by the captain as the weather was not
favorable.
Table 3: Instances of the syntactic patterns encoding causation and not encoding
causation.
Example
no. not encoding causation encoding causation
1 Turn right after passing the
bridge
He was subjected to anonymous
calls after he scheduled the election
2 John and his friends went to Las
Vegas last week
The depression led to large unem-
ployment and poverty
3 It was raining until noon Adam had to leave early because of
a business emergency
The two possible cues that signal causation are a relator and the main element
of a VP, which is always a verb. Some examples of relators are if, since, for, until
and because; some examples of verbs are generate, run and write. The syntactic
patterns detected are obviously ambiguous. Therefore, an instance of the pattern
does not necessarily encodes a causation. Some examples can be found in table 3.
The distribution of the patterns in table 2 show that pattern (1) is the most
common with a productivity of 63.75%. Pattern (2) has been already studied and
analyzed in [Girju, 2003] and [Girju and Moldovan, 2002]. Because pattern (1)
comprises more than half of the studied examples, our algorithm shall focus on
detecting the causations encoded by this pattern. Note that this pattern matches
sentence (1a) and its reverse version, (1b).
1. (a) The children were used to being around each other because they were
so close.
(b) Because the children were so close, they were used to being around
each other.
In table 2, other captures the causations whose syntactic realizations were not
frequent enough to form a cluster. Some examples are:
• . . . arrest for burglary . . .
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• That he is a major-league coach made Muser a more recognizable visitor to
the hospital.
We can easily extract both cause and effect from the instances of pattern (1).
Both arguments are contained either in the VP or the VP contained in C. Let us
denote VPC the VP contained in C. The problem is to find if the cause is encoded
in VP and the effect in VPC or viceversa. To allow that, we define the following
attributes:
• relatorOrientation: if the natural orientation is first cause and second effect,
it takes the value CE, otherwise EC.
For example:
– relatorOrientation(because) = EC
– relatorOrientation(so) = CE
• relatorPosition: if the relator occurs in the middle it takes the value middle;
initial if at the beginning.
If we follow the maps EC = +1, CE = −1, middle = +1 and initial = −1,
we can calculate the argument order using the following formula:
argumentOrder = relatorOrientation ∗ relatorPosition (2)
Some examples are shown in table 4.
Table 4: Examples of calculation of argument order.
relator
Sentence position orientation argumentOrder
I didn’t go because I was very
tired.
EC(+) middle(+) EC(+1)
Because it was raining, we
didn’t go to the park.
EC(+) initial(−) CE(−1)
We were in love, so we got mar-
ried.
CE(−) middle(+) CE(−1)
5.2 Pattern matching
Figure 2 represents the tasks performed in order to do the pattern matching. The
text should be Part Of Speech (POS) tagged and chunked. The sentences that
don’t match the pattern are rejected; the ones which match are selected.
The corpus chosen is the SemCor 2.1. This corpus is publicly available and for
each word contains, among others, the lemma, Part Of Speech tag, and for nouns
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Pattern
Matching
Syntactic patterns
that encode causation
Corpus (SemCor 2.1) POS tagging
and
Chunker
Shallow
parsed sentences
Matches
No matches
Figure 2: Flowchart of the pattern matching.
and verbs the WordNet2.1 sense number. However, all the verb forms have the
POS tag VB, which might not be enough if we want to tell the difference between
different verb tenses. In order to get the right POS tag for all the verb forms, we
use a POS tagger [Schmid, 1994].
While clustering the different examples in the syntactic pattern (1), we discovered
that the most common relators expressing causation are as, after, because and
since. Therefore, we decided to focus only in the causations that:
• are instances of pattern (1), and
• are signaled by the relator as, since, after or because.
We found 1068 sentences that satisfy both conditions. The distribution of the
relators is shown in table 5.
Table 5: Distribution of the relators.
Relator Cardinality
because 381
as 330
after 228
since 129
Total 1068
The following is a real example contained in the corpus SemCor2.1. The format
is the following: first column POS tag2, second lemma, third WordNet2.1 sense
number and fourth word form:
2A list of tags and the parts of speech corresponding to them can be found in appendix A
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POS tag lemma wnsn word form
NN ordinary 1 Ordinary
NNP person 1 Williams
VB say 1 said
PRP he -1 he
, , -1 ,
RB too 2 too
, , -1 ,
VB was -1 was
VB subject 1 subjected
VB to -1 to
JJ anonymous 1 anonymous
NN call 1 calls
RB soon 1 soon
IN after -1 after
PRP he -1 he
VB schedule 1 scheduled
DT the -1 the
NN election 1 election
. . -1 .
After the POS tagging to attach the right POS tag for verbs and the chunking,
the result is the following:
POS tag lemma wnsn word form chunker
NN ordinary 1 Ordinary B-NP
NNP person 1 Williams I-NP
VBD say 1 said B-VP
PRP he -1 he B-NP
, , -1 , O
RB too 2 too B-ADVP
, , -1 , O
VBD be -1 was B-VP
VBN subject 1 subjected I-VP
IN to -1 to B-PP
JJ anonymous 1 anonymous B-NP
NN call 1 calls I-NP
RB soon 1 soon B-ADVP
IN after -1 after B-SBAR
PRP he -1 he B-NP
VBN schedule 1 scheduled B-VP
DT the -1 the B-NP
NN election 1 election I-NP
. . -1 . O
Note that the example shown matches the pattern we consider: Ordinary
Williams said he, too, [was subjected]V P to anonymous calls soon [after]rel [he
[scheduled]V PC the election]C . Using the formula (2), the argument order is first
effect and then cause, argumentsOrder = EC ∗ middle = EC, so the effect is
encoded in V P and the cause in V PC .
Note that the four relators chosen not always signal a causation:
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• Rachel stayed on after the doctor had gone.
• He has lived in many houses since he moved to the States.
• She was trying to contain the bitterness of her voice as she enunciated her
words too distinctly.
5.3 Machine Learning approach
The rest of the tasks in order to create a model for the detection of causations are
represented in figure 3.
Matches
Manual Clasification (causation / no causation)
+
feature selection
Feature extraction
ML algorithm 
Evaluation
Training data 
Evaluation data
Model
Classified data 
Performance 
Figure 3: Flowchart of the learning process and evaluation.
So far we have a set of sentences that are likely to express causation, since
their syntactic structure is likely to encode one. Our goal is to classify them in
sentences expressing causation and sentences not expressing causation. In order
to do so, we decided to use Machine Learning techniques. The problem fits easily
in the paradigm of classification.
From now on, we will call instance the matches obtained after the syntactic pat-
tern matching. Thus, an instance should be classified as cause if it encodes a
causation, or ¬cause, if it doesn’t.
Let us define X as the set of all the instances and the set C = {cause,¬cause}.
The function defined in (3) associates each instance with its right classification.
Obviously f is unknown a priori.
f : X −→ C (3)
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The challenge of the Machine Learning paradigm is to learn the f function
based on some examples. In order to do so, the learning algorithm takes as input
for each example a feature vector and its right classification. The algorithm is
able to create a model that is an approximation of the function f .
Once the model is learned, we need to estimate its performance. In order to
do so, a new set of examples is needed. The performance is measured considering
the differences between the classification according to the model obtained and
the right classification. Typically the performance is not perfect; it varies a lot
depending on the task.
Formally, for each instance xi ∈ X, we define the vector Fi = (xi1, xi2 . . . xim),
corresponding to the features for the instance xi. xij denotes the feature j for the
instance i. We denote the set of examples used for training Tr and the set used
for testing Te. Tr and Te are of the form {F1c1, F2c2 . . . Fmcm}; ci ∈ C.
Since we have a finite number of instances, we need to divide them in the Tr
and Te sets at the very beginning.
5.3.1 Data preparation
The data preparation basically consisted on classifying each instance as causation
or not causation. Out of the 1068 instances, 517 were classified as cause and 551
as ¬cause3.
This task is very slow and completely manual. A manual annotator has to exam-
ine each instance and decide if it encodes a causation or not. Furthermore, the
task is not as easy as it may seem. Sometimes it is not clear whether a sentence
encodes a causation or not; ambiguity occurs more often than expected.
Consider the example “After four years of hard work, she graduated”. One could
argue that the cause of her graduation is the fact that she worked hard for four
years. However, taking into account only the information contained in the sen-
tence we cannot conclude that a causation holds.
5.3.2 Feature selection
At the same time than the manual classification, a feature selection was performed.
It is not obvious what kind of features are the good ones for our problem. Typical
features for Machine Learning approaches in the Natural Language Processing
field are a mixture of lexical and syntactic; lately some researchers have achieved
great results considering semantic features too. Following this approach, we look
for clues in the three level of analysis that determine good features.
3This means the baseline for the classification task is 0.516, since 51.6% of the instances
belong to ¬cause
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It may be argued that the effort needed to come up with a good set of features
is too much. It is definitely a lot of work to do, specially considering that it is
manual. However, the careful examination of the examples allows us to really
understand the nature of causations.
The set of features that were detected as potentially good features, their rationale,
values, detection and examples are detailed below:
1. Relator
• Rationale: A relator can signal always, never or sometimes a causa-
tion. Furthermore, different combination of relators and other features
can signal causation always, never or sometimes.
• Values: because, as, after, since.
• Detection: at the same time than the pattern matching
• Examples:
– Relators unambiguously causal: because
∗ [cause] Part-time farmers generally must pay higher prices for
supplies than full-time farmers because they buy in smaller
quantities.
∗ [cause] Leadership is lacking in our society because it has no
legitimate place to develop.
– Relators ambiguous: after, since, as
∗ [¬cause] Frank and he had met about two years after she had
arrived.
∗ [cause] Marty stood for several moments with his mouth hang-
ing open foolishly after it had happened.
∗ [¬cause] They had been at lessons in the schoolhouse since
they returned from Harpers Ferry.
∗ [cause] The children are satisfied with smaller amounts of food
since all of it is high in quality.
2. Relator Modifiers
• Rationale: causations can hardly be signaled by a relator modified
by an adverb or preposition.
• Values: POS tags.
• Detection: at the same time than the pattern matching.
• Examples:
– adverb + after almost always signals a temporal relation, not a
causation:
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∗ Tom Brannon had caught up with the outfit shortly after
the Maguires joined it.
∗ This was long after Morse had left the house.
– as + preposition can hardly signal a causation:
∗ . . . he felt he was noting it, as if it were something he might
think about when . . .
∗ Alex nodded to the maid as though nothing unusual were
taking place and entered the doctor’s room.
3. Semantic Class Cause Verb
• Rationale: only certain verbs can express a cause.
• Values: WordNet2.1 semantic class4.
• Detection: at the same time than the pattern matching.
• Examples:
– If the relator is after and the cause verb semantic class is be-v-3
56, then it is a temporal relation, not a causation:
∗ We heard him before he ever showed, and we heard him yelling
after he was out of sight.
4. Cause Verb is Potentially Causal
• Rationale: if a verb sense’s gloss contains the words cause to or
change, or is subsumed by a verb sense that contains the words cause
to or change, then is more likely to express a cause 7.
• Values: yes, no.
• Detection: examine gloss cause verbs and its subsumers
• Examples:
– ring-v-1 is subsumed by sound-v-2, which gloss is “cause to sound”.
5. Semantic Class Effect Verb
• Rationale: only certain verbs can express an effect.
• Values: WordNet2.1 semantic class.
• Detection: at the same time than the pattern matching.
4By Semantic Class we mean the most common subsumer of the verb in WordNet2.1. For
example, the semantic class of ruminate-v-1 is eat-v-2
5be-v-3 should be readed as the third meaning of the verb be
6The gloss of be-v-3 is “occupy a certain position or area; be somewhere; ‘Where is my
umbrella?’ ‘The toolshed is in the back’; ‘What is behind this behavior?’ ”
7According with the definition, we found 7,370 out of 24,890 verb senses potencially causal
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• Examples:
– react-v-1 ’s semantic class is act-v-1, allow-v-10 ’s semantic class is
act-v-1 and marginalize-v-1 ’s semantic class is act-v-1.
– If the relator is after and the effect verb semantic class is express-
v-2 8, then is not a causation:
∗ “My name’s Gisele”, the blonde said after she ordered a Scotch.
6. Effect Verb is Potentially Causal
• Rationale: if a verb sense’s gloss contains the words cause to or
change, or is subsumed by a verb sense that contains the words cause
to or change, then is more likely to express an effect.
• Values: yes, no.
• Detection: examine gloss cause verbs and its subsumers
• Examples:
– walk-v-3 is subsumed by travel-v-1, which gloss is “change loca-
tion’.
7. Verb Tense Cause and Effect Verb
• Rationale: depending on the relator, some verb tenses are not likely
to express causation
• Values: present, past, future, perfective, progressive, conditional, obli-
gation, possibility, . . .
• Detection: examine the POS tags for the cause and effect verbs
• Examples:
– If the relator is as or after, the cause verb is not a copula (semantic
class different than be-v-1 9), and the cause verb tense is present,
then is not a causation:
∗ [¬cause] Henrietta was discovering in the process of writing,
as the born writer does, not merely . . .
∗ [¬cause] To play the guitar as he aspires will devour his . . .
∗ [¬cause] The Thayer Schools offers a year of postgraduate
study in somewhat the same way, after a boy wins a B.S.
in engineering.
∗ [cause] . . . you must forgive me as I am so forgetful.
8The gloss of express-v-2 is “articulate; either verbally or with a cry, shout, or noise; ‘She
expressed her anger’; ‘He uttered a curse’ ”
9The gloss of be-v-1 is “have the quality of being; (copula, used with an adjective or a
predicate noun); ‘John is rich’; ‘This is not a good answer’ ”
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– If the relator is as and the effect verb is conditional, then is not a
causation:
∗ She wouldn’t go to New York as Maude suggested . . .
– If the effect verb is progressive, then is not a causation:
∗ The burden of his secret was pressing down on him, as it
was on Lieutenant Beckstrom and his six enlisted men.
∗ . . . said Juanita, holding her face very still, trying to con-
tain the bitterness of her voice as enunciated her words too
distinctly.
– if the relator is as and the effect verb express obligation, then is a
causation:
∗ You must do that as I helped you.
– if the effect verb es passive, then it is more likely to express a
causation:
∗ . . . and then Richard was shocked as, all at once, flames shot
out from the sharp features of . . .
8. Cause and Effect Verb Same Tense
• Rationale: if both the cause and effect verb are past simple, it can
hardly be a causation, most of the time it is just a temporal relation.
• Values: yes, no.
• Detection: cause and effect verb same tense
• Examples:
– . . . failed to flourish in New England as it did in other parts of
the country. Fletched nodded as he listened to the instructions
and said he would . . .
5.3.3 Feature extraction
The feature extraction is done extracting the information detailed below from the
relator, the words surrounding it, and both VPs. Note that with the four relators
chosen, VP express allways the effect and the VP contained in C (VPC) the cause.
The final set of features are the following:
• relator = {since, because, as, after}
• relatorLeftModification = {POS tags}
• relatorRightModification = {POS tags}
• SemanticClassVCause = {WordNet2.1 sense number}
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• verbCauseIsPotentiallyCausal = {yes, no}
• SemanticClassVEffect = {WordNet2.1 sense number}
• verbEffectIsPotentiallyCausal = {yes, no}
• For both Verb Phrases, the following features are extracted:
– Present = {yes, no}
– Past = {yes, no}
– Modal = {conditional, obligation, possibility, future, no}
– Perfective = {yes, no}
– Progressive = {yes, no}
– Passive = {yes, no}
We exemplify the feature extraction with the sentence presented in section
5.2, Ordinary Williams said he, too, [was subjected]V P to anonymous calls soon
[after]rel [he [scheduled]V PC the election]C :
relator after cPresent no ePresent no
relatorLeftModification RB cPast yes ePast yes
relatorRightModification PRP cModal no eModal no
semanticClassVCause 1 cPerfective no ePerfective no
verbCauseIsPotentiallyCausal yes cProgressive no eProgressive no
semanticClassVEffect 1 cPassive no ePassive yes
verbEffectIsPotentiallyCausal no
In the example, ‘cPresent’ means “cause verb tense is present”, ‘ePresent’
means “effect verb tense is present”, and so on.
The extraction of the non obvious features is depicted below:
• We can easily get the main verb of a VP: it always corresponds to the last
element of the VP [Quirk et al., 1985]. Since we have already identified the
VP encoding cause and effect during the pattern matching, we can easily get
their semantic classes looking for the information contained in the corpus.
• Once we know the semantic class, we only need to examine the gloss to know
if any of the verbs is potentially causal.
• The boolean features that identify the tense of the VP are defined as follows:
– Present: yes if the POS tags VBP or VPZ are present in the VP; no
otherwise.
– Past: yes if the POS tag VBD is present in the VP; no otherwise.
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– Modal:
∗ conditional if the lemma would is present in the VP,
∗ obligation if the lemmas must, ought or should are present in the
VP,
∗ possibility if the lemmas can, could, may or might are present in
the VP,
∗ future if the lemmas will or shall are present in the VP,
∗ no otherwise.
– Perfective: yes if the construction have + VBN (lemma have followed
by participle) is present; no otherwise.
– Progressive: yes if the POS tag VBG is present in the VP; no otherwise.
– Passive: yes if the construction be + VBN (lemma be followed by
participle) is present; no otherwise.
Note that different combination of these boolean features can capture tenses
like ‘past and passive’, e.g. was subjected, or ‘obligation, present and perfective’,
e.g. should have gone.
5.3.4 Machine Learning algorithm
We tried different Machine Learning algorithms using 10-fold cross-validation.
The best results obtained are shown in table 6. They were obtained using Bag-
ging with C4.5 trees.
Table 6: Results obtained using Bagging with C4.5 trees during training.
Class Precision Recall F-Measure
cause 0.969 0.839 0.899
¬cause 0.865 0.975 0.917
The measures for evaluating the performance of the Machine Learning al-
gorithm are the most commonly used. Precision measures the portion of the
assigned categories that were correct; Recall the portion of the correct categories
that were assigned; F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and
Recall. The three measures range from 0 to 1. Formally, we can define the three
measures as follows:
Correct = X Correct = Y
Assigned = X a b
Assigned = Y c d
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Precision =
a
a + b
(4)
Recall =
a
a + c
(5)
F −measure =
2 ∗ (Recall + Precision)
Recall + Precision
(6)
Studying the features we previously selected, the ones that are useful for dis-
criminating between cause and ¬cause are: relator, relatorLeftModification, re-
latorRightModification, lexicalClue, semanticClassVCause, verbCauseIsPotential-
lyCausal, cPast and ePerfective. lexicalClue is a new feature that is defined as
follows:
• Lexical clue
– Rationale: Since we are doing the pattern matching with shallowly
parsed text, some lexical clues can be used in order to discard some
matches.
– Values: yes, no.
– Detection: examine elements between both VPs and relator.
– Examples:
∗ If between the relator and VPC there is a ‘,’ or ‘and’, then is not
a causation.
· Berman, whose fame has rested in recent years on his skills as
a night club monologist, proved himself very much at home in
musical comedy.
∗ If between the relator and the second VP there is another relator,
then it is not a causation.
· City planners do not always use this boundary as effectively
as they might.
The trees learned can be found in appendix B.
The Machine Learning algorithm used is Bagging with C4.5 trees. Bagging is
a method that creates a set of classifiers; the final output is obtained by voting
among all classifiers [Quinlan, 1996]. Each classifier is trained with a replication
of the training set by sampling with replacement. Each replication of the training
set has the same size as the original set; some instances can appear more than
once while others do not appear at all.
C4.5 decission tress [Quinlan, 1993] are well known and have been used by
several researchers. We use the Weka software [Witten and Frank, 2005], which
provides a large number of machine learning methods implemented.
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5.3.5 Evaluation
The evaluation was performed using a new set of instances that were not used as
training examples. Formally, Tr ∩ Te = Ø. The results obtained are shown in
table 7. The F-measures are almost the same than the ones obtained with the
training corpus. That means the model did not just learn the training examples,
but actually learned how to discriminate between cause and ¬cause, i.e., the
Machine Learning algorithm was able to generalize the training examples.
Table 7: Results obtained using Bagging with C4.5 trees during testing.
Class Precision Recall F-Measure
cause 0.955 0.842 0.895
¬cause 0.869 0.964 0.914
The results are pretty good. The best feature to discriminate between cause
and ¬cause is relator. As predicted during the feature selection, the probability
that an instance of the pattern encodes a causation highly depends on the relator.
Table 8 shows the distribution of causations depending on the relator:
Table 8: Distribution of causations depending on the relator.
Relator Occurrences encoding causation Causations signaled
after 15.35 % 6.85 %
as 11.21 % 7.34 %
because 98.43 % 73.39 %
since 49.61 % 12.52 %
We can easily conclude that most of the causations are encoded with the rela-
tors because and since. The model learned, whose decision trees can be found in
appendix B, only is able to classify correctly the causations signaled by these two
relators. When the relator is because, the model always classify the instance as
cause; when it is as or after, always as ¬cause; when it is since the model decides
between the two classes based on the values of the features selected.
When only considering the examples signaled by since we get the results con-
tained in table 9.
Table 9: Results obtained with the examples signaled by since
Class Precision Recall F-Measure
cause 0.957 0.846 0.898
¬cause 0.878 0.966 0.920
We didn’t find any feature that allows us to discriminate between the two
classes when the relator is as or after ; all the instances are classified as ¬cause.
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However, since causation tends not to be encoded by these relators, overall the
results are good.
In order to provide a more realistic evaluation, we provide the results obtained
when evaluating the classifier with the same test examples, but this time we au-
tomatically POS tag and automatically word sense disambiguate the examples.
The results are summarized in table 10.
Table 10: Results obtained with automatically POS tagging and automatically
word sense disambiguation.
Class Precision Recall F-Measure
cause 0.963 0.762 0.851
¬cause 0.817 0.973 0.888
It is not easy to compare the system proposed with previous work. Researchers
have focused on other patterns and used different approaches (cf. section 4).
[Girju, 2003] focused on causations expressed by two noun phrases connected by
a verb phrase, obtaining a Precision of 0.739 and Recall of 0.887. [Chang and
Choi, 2006] obtained a F-measure of 0.80.
5.3.6 Error analysis
Most of the error is due to the inability to dicriminate between cause and ¬cause
when the causation is signaled by as or after. The model is not able to find a
combination of values for the features that discriminates between both classes, so
it decides always the most probable class, ¬cause. Other set of features and more
data may improve the results.
We can find examples in the training corpus belonging to different classes and
with exactly the same values for the features. For example, sentence (1a) and
sentence (1b) have the same value for the features, except for the semantic classes
of the verbs and the boolean features verbCauseIsPotentiallyCausal and verbEf-
fectIsPotentiallyCausal.
1. (a) [cause] Patrolmen J.W. Slate and A.L.Crawford Jr. said they arrested
Ronald M. Thomas after he assaulted them.
(b) [¬cause] He left after she had left.
Example (1b) does not encode a causation considering only the information
contained in the sentence. It does encode a temporal relation: she left and then
he left, but it does not seem plausible that the cause of his leaving is the fact that
she left.
A common way to solve the problem would be to paraphrase sentence (1b).
However, if we change the relator for because, the sentence encodes a causation:
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“He left because she had left”. Paraphrasing does not seem to be a possible solu-
tion.
The performance obtained when the causation is signaled by since was presented
in table 9. One of the best features for the classification is ePerfective. When the
effect verb uses the perfective tense, it usually does not encode a causation. For
example:
• [¬cause] He told the committee the measure would merely provide means of
enforcing the escheat law which [has been]V P on the books [since]rel [Texas
[was]V PC a republic]C .
• [¬cause] Many years [have passed]V P [since]rel [a Metropolitan audience
[heard]V PC anything comparable]C .
However, examples with perfective tense for the effect verb are also found and
usually misclassified:
• [cause] Somewhat to his surprise he found that one girl , whom he [would
never have considered]V PC for the job [since]rel [she [had appeared]V PC some-
what mousy]C , did the most . . .
• [cause] Less than half the sum [has been spent]V PC , [since]rel [the Interama
board [pinched]V PC pennies during that period of painstaking negotiations]C .
Examining the trees in appendix B we can conclude that most of the instances
are classified without considering the semantic features. The semantic classes are
only useful when the rest of the features are not enough to discriminate, and when
this occurs the number of instances left to classify is low, so most of the possible
semantic classes are not covered. We believe more data may improve the results
since we would cover more semantic classes. However, getting more data is time
consuming.
When only using the semantic features (semanticClassCauseVerb, semanticClass-
EffectVerb, verbCauseIsPotentiallyCausal and verbEffectIsPotentiallyCausal), the
results are the shown in table 11:
Table 11: Restults obtained using only the semantic features.
Class Precision Recall F-Measure
cause 0.541 0.713 0.615
¬cause 0.628 0.445 0.521
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6 Limitations, Scope and Extensions
The system proposed in section 5 has several limitations. Among others, it is
designed for English, it is focused in marked and explicit causations, it does not
cover all the patterns that encode causation detected and although its perfor-
mance is high, it could be better.
The very same steps detailed in section 5 could be applied to the detection of
causation in any language, but some of them are time consuming. POS taggers
and chunkers can be found for several languages, so it should not be a problem.
However, WordNet is developed in English and although some reduced versions
exist in other languages, it might not be enough.
The Machine Learning algorithm uses manually annotated data which was anno-
tated by a nonnative English speaker, so mistakes may have been made. Although
the annotation was reviewed several times, only one annotator did the job, so we
cannot provide a measure of agreement between different annotators.
Another issue is the number of instances used for training. WordNet contains
1327 different hierarchies for verbs, i.e., there are 1327 different semantic classes
for verbs. Considering that we found 1068 instances after the pattern matching,
we are obviously not covering all the semantic classes. More data may help im-
proving the results obtained, especially for the causations signaled by after and as.
We only detect causations which are explicit and marked. However, people express
causal relations in several different ways, usually implicitly. In order to detect this
kind of causation a different system is needed. A key might be looking for events
or states that are usually causally related, and not to start the detection looking
for a syntactic pattern which is likely to encode a causation. We hypothesize a
Knowledge Base might be useful for the detection of implicit causations, such as
John killed Bob.
Some verbs which signal causation act as simple links between the cause and
the effect. Some examples are cause, led to and generate. These kind of verbs do
not encode part of the result: they simple act as clues to detect a causation.
On the other hand, other verbs encode part of the effect, e.g., kill, melt, drop,
anger. Working with the second type of verbs may improve the results obtained,
and help detecting implicit causations. In the system proposed we do not consider
this distinction and we hypothesize it might be useful.
Most of the features considered are relatively obvious. A special set of seman-
tic features that capture the essence of what kind of events can express a cau-
sation may help discriminating between instances signaled by after and as. The
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set proposed was not enough in our experiments, although overall it yields good
results.
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7 Conclusions and further work
We have proposed a system which yields a high Precision and Recall for the
detection of causations encoded by one of the most common syntactic patterns
expressing a causation: [VP rel C], [rel C, VP]. The system is relatively simple
and is able to detect causations encoded in an open domain text.
So far research in causal relation detection has focused in causation expressed
with noun phrases, e.g. “The [incident]NP1 provoked [widespread protest]NP2 ’. We
focused on the detection of causation between a verb and a subordinate clause.
[Barker and Szpakowicz, 1995] also work with clauses, but their approach is very
different.
The system proposed uses shallow syntactic parsing. State of the art chunkers
yield performance of 95 %, so we can assume we detect most of the pattern in-
stances present in the input. However, chunkers take as input POS tagged text,
and POS taggers also make mistakes.
A key element to really see the potential of the system would be to integrate
it with other systems that extract semantic relations. By doing so we could
experiment with inference rules that combine causation and other semantic re-
lations. For example, if event1 causes event2 and event3 is subsumed by event1,
we can conclude than event3 causes event2; if event1 causes event2 and event2
entails event3, then event1 causes event3. Another possible inference rule would
express the transivity property of causations. An example may clarify the last
two examples:
• Being tired makes me snore. We all know that in order to snore you need
to be asleep.
causation(being tired, snore) ∧ entail(snoring, sleeping)⇒ causation(being
tired, sleep)
• He died of cancer. Cancer is caused by smoking.
causation(cancer, death) ∧ causation(smoking, cancer)⇒ causation(smoking,
death)
Note that the inference rule allows us to extract more causal knowledge, but
the causations extracted are indirect. The discovering of new rules and the vali-
dation of the new rules seem to be a great challenge.
Another possible extension would be to deal with causal chains and intricate
causal relations. A causal chain can be defined as a sequence of events that lead
up to some final effect. Examples (1) and (2) exemplify a causal chain and a
intricate causal relation respectively.
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1. Artworks become art only when they transcend the simple facts of their
existence, and they can do that only when they blend with the sensibility
of the viewer.
(they (artworks) blend with the sensibility of the viewer)⇒ (they (artworks)
transcend the simple facts of their existence) ⇒ (artworks become art)10.
2. It is lined primarily by industrial developments and concrete-block walls
because the constant traffic and emissions do not make it an attractive
neighborhood.
((constant traffic and emissions) ⇒ (not an attractive neighborhood)) ⇒
(lined up by industrial developments and concrete-block walls).
10‘x ⇒ y’ should be readed as “x causes y”
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A List of POS tags
Tag Part of speech
CC Coordinating conjunction
CD Cardinal number
DT Determiner
EX Existential there
FW Foreign word
IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction
JJ Adjective
JJR Adjective, comparative
JJS Adjective, superlative
LS List item marker
MD Modal
NN Noun, singular or mass
NNS Noun, plural
NNP Proper noun, singular
NNPS Proper noun, plural
PDT Predeterminer
POS Possessive ending
PRP Personal pronoun
PRP$ Possessive pronoun
RB Adverb
RBR Adverb, comparative
RBS Adverb, superlative
RP Particle
SYM Symbol
TO to
UH Interjection
VB Verb, base form
VBD Verb, past tense
VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
VBN Verb, past participle
VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
VBZ Verb, 3rd person singular present
WDT Wh-determiner
WP Wh-pronoun
WP$ Possessive wh-pronoun
WRB Wh-adverb
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B Decision trees learned
B.1 Decision Tree no. 1:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| relatorLeftModification = yIN: y
| relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| relatorLeftModification = yRB: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| relatorLeftModification = yVBN
| | ePerfective = yes: n
| | ePerfective = no
| | | lexicalClue = yes: n
| | | lexicalClue = no: y
| relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | relatorRightModification = yPP: n
| | relatorRightModification = yJJ: y
| | relatorRightModification = y*: n
| | relatorRightModification = yIN: y
| | relatorRightModification = yVBZ: n
| | relatorRightModification = yDT
| | | verbCausePotCausal = yes: y
| | | verbCausePotCausal = no: n
| | relatorRightModification = yTO: n
| | relatorRightModification = yVBG: n
| | relatorRightModification = yRB: y
| | relatorRightModification = yWDT: n
| | relatorRightModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorRightModification = yVBD: n
| | relatorRightModification = yPRP: n
| | relatorRightModification = yVBN: n
| | relatorRightModification = yCD: n
| | relatorRightModification = yWRB: n
| | relatorRightModification = yVB: n
| | relatorRightModification = yNNP: n
| | relatorRightModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorRightModification = yEX: n
| | relatorRightModification = yMD: n
| | relatorRightModification = yPDT: n
| | relatorRightModification = yNN: n
| | relatorRightModification = yWP: n
| | relatorRightModification = yPUNCT: n
| relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 49
Size of the tree : 55
B.2 Decision Tree no. 2:
relator = after: n
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relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | | cPast = yes: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 24
Size of the tree : 28
B.3 Decision Tree no. 3:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN
| | | relatorRightModification = yPP: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yJJ: y
| | | relatorRightModification = y*: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yIN: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yVBZ: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yDT: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yTO: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yVBG: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yRB: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yWDT: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yVBP: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yVBD: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yPRP: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yVBN: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yCD: y
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| | | relatorRightModification = yWRB: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yVB: n
| | | relatorRightModification = yNNP: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yNNS: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yEX: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yMD: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yPDT: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yNN: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yWP: y
| | | relatorRightModification = yPUNCT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | | cPast = yes: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 48
Size of the tree : 53
B.4 Decision Tree no. 4:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ
| | | lexicalClue = yes: n
| | | lexicalClue = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB
| | | cPast = yes: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN
| | | lexicalClue = yes: n
| | | lexicalClue = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | | cPast = yes: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 27
Size of the tree : 34
B.5 Decision Tree no. 5:
relator = after: n
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relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | | cPast = yes: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 24
Size of the tree : 28
B.6 Decision Tree no. 6:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB
| | | lexicalClue = yes: y
| | | lexicalClue = no: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 24
Size of the tree : 28
B.7 Decision Tree no. 7:
relator = after: n
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relator = as: n
relator = since
| relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| relatorLeftModification = yJJR: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: n
| relatorLeftModification = yDT: n
| relatorLeftModification = yTO: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBG: n
| relatorLeftModification = yRB: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBD: n
| relatorLeftModification = yPRP: n
| relatorLeftModification = yCD: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBN
| | ePerfective = yes: n
| | ePerfective = no: y
| relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVB: n
| relatorLeftModification = yNNP: n
| relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| relatorLeftModification = yNN: n
| relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 23
Size of the tree : 26
B.8 Decision Tree no. 8:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB
| | | SCverbCause = happen#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = see#v#6: y
| | | SCverbCause = want#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = touch#v#5: y
| | | SCverbCause = lose#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = comfort#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = let#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = study#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = affirm#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = change#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = kill#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = destroy#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = confirm#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = begin#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = keep#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = observe#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = see#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = be#v#1: n
| | | SCverbCause = find#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = travel#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = meet#v#7: y
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| | | SCverbCause = become#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = enjoy#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = begin#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = vary#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = go_on#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = remember#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = arrive#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = fail#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = leave#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = need#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = wear#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = remove#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = start#v#1: n
| | | SCverbCause = hold#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = disagree#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = do#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = equal#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = act#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = have#v#1: n
| | | SCverbCause = will#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = have#v#6: y
| | | SCverbCause = meet#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = designate#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = spend#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = beat#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = pass#v#23: y
| | | SCverbCause = learn#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = insist#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = love#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = save#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = compete#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = constitute#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = have#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = perceive#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = acquire#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = prevent#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = move#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = take#v#8: y
| | | SCverbCause = support#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = choose#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = include#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = occur#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = work#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = protrude#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = live#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = follow#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = live#v#5: y
| | | SCverbCause = recognize#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = refer#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = change#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = experience#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = contend#v#6: y
| | | SCverbCause = decide#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = win#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = come_near#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = make#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = touch#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = move#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = watch#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = close#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = enter#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = go_against#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = have#v#9: y
| | | SCverbCause = trade#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = seek#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = do#v#1: y
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| | | SCverbCause = control#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = connect#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = fear#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = meet#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = forget#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = cause_to_be_perceived#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = wish#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = assault#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = learn#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = reflect#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = lack#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = allow#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = hold#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = be#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = go#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = like#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = think#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = exercise#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = analyze#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = NUL: y
| | | SCverbCause = feel#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = wait#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = appoint#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = exist#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = enter#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = desire#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = save#v#7: y
| | | SCverbCause = produce#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = start#v#10: y
| | | SCverbCause = open#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = discharge#v#6: y
| | | SCverbCause = make#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = remove#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = concern#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = employ#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = be#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = know#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = remember#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = require#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = meet#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = hold#v#18: y
| | | SCverbCause = be#v#6: y
| | | SCverbCause = work#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = set#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = prevent#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = know#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = get_the_better_of#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = study#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = have#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = know#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = perform#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = look#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = succeed#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = express#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = induce#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = lose#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = learn#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = look_on#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = transfer#v#5: y
| | | SCverbCause = come_in#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = take#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = get#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = know#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = keep#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = unmake#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = gather#v#1: y
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| | | SCverbCause = reach#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = use#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = take#v#21: y
| | | SCverbCause = understand#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = account#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = function#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = consume#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = study#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = satisfy#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = see#v#9: y
| | | SCverbCause = give#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = agree#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = leave#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = be#v#5: y
| | | SCverbCause = move#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = end#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = travel#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = take#v#20: y
| | | SCverbCause = show#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = fire#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = change#v#3: y
| | | SCverbCause = move#v#8: y
| | | SCverbCause = make#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = disappear#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = come#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = hear#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = create#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = enunciate#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = move#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = assail#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = sit#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = be#v#2: y
| | | SCverbCause = have#v#4: y
| | | SCverbCause = join#v#1: y
| | | SCverbCause = spread#v#1: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | | cPast = yes
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yJJ: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = y*: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yIN: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBZ: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yDT: y
| | | | relatorRightModification = yTO: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBG: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yRB: y
| | | | relatorRightModification = yWDT: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBD: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPRP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBN: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yCD: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yWRB: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVB: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yNNP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yNNS: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yEX: n
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| | | | relatorRightModification = yMD: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPDT: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yNN: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yWP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPUNCT: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 235
Size of the tree : 241
B.9 Decision Tree no. 9:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| relatorLeftModification = yJJ
| | lexicalClue = yes: n
| | lexicalClue = no: y
| relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| relatorLeftModification = yVBG: n
| relatorLeftModification = yRB: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| relatorLeftModification = yVBN: n
| relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| relatorLeftModification = yNNP: n
| relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | ePerfective = yes: n
| | ePerfective = no: y
| relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 24
Size of the tree : 28
B.10 Decision Tree no. 10:
relator = after: n
relator = as: n
relator = since
| ePerfective = yes: n
| ePerfective = no
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yIN: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yJJR: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBZ: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yDT: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yTO: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBG: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yRB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBP: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPRP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yCD: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yVBN: n
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| | relatorLeftModification = yCC: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yVB: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNP: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yNNS: n
| | relatorLeftModification = yNN
| | | cPast = yes
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yJJ: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = y*: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yIN: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBZ: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yDT: y
| | | | relatorRightModification = yTO: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBG: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yRB: y
| | | | relatorRightModification = yWDT: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBD: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPRP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVBN: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yCD: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yWRB: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yVB: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yNNP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yNNS: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yEX: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yMD: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPDT: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yNN: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yWP: n
| | | | relatorRightModification = yPUNCT: n
| | | cPast = no: y
| | relatorLeftModification = yPUNCT: y
relator = because: y
Number of Leaves : 48
Size of the tree : 53
